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Timetable changes
from 19 May 2003
From Monday 19 May 2003, some
trains which serve London Fields will
change their destinations and timings
during the peak periods.
The nine trains affected will not go to
and from Enfield Town, or call at all
stations.
Instead they will run to and from
Cheshunt, and call only at limited stations between Liverpool Street and
Edmonton Green.
There are four affected trains to
Liverpool Street in the morning and
five from Liverpool Street in the
evening, at half-hourly intervals and
alternating with Enfield Town trains,
so the current service of four trains
per weekday peak hour calling at
London Fields is still maintained.
Between London Fields and Liverpool
Street the nine trains will run nonstop. They will not call at Cambridge
Heath or Bethnal Green.
And between London Fields and
Edmonton Green they will call only at
Hackney Downs, Seven Sisters and
Edmonton Green, then all stations to
and from Cheshunt. This means passengers travelling to and from Rectory

Road, Stoke Newington, Stamford Hill,
Bruce Grove, White Hart Lane, and
Silver Street at those particular times
will need to change at Hackney Downs
and wait on the same platform for the
next train – from Cheshunt in the
morning, to Enfield Town in the
evening – four minutes later.
In the morning these four trains to
Liverpool Street will become limitedstop trains from Cheshunt:
Times given are at London Fields:
07.25
07.55
08.25
08.57
In the evening these five trains from
Liverpool Street will become limitedstop trains to Cheshunt.
Times given are at London Fields:
16.45
17.15
17.44
18.15
18.45
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